SIGNPOST

Although honoured to be elected as your chairman it is important to emphasise that this
is only a temporary arrangement and I hope to have a volunteer to replace me at the
half year meeting in November. So if any of you feel that you would like to take on the
role please get in touch. One thing I would like to do is to make the role of chairman
less onerous than it has been in the past by focusing in on the main requirements
stated in the constitution and avoiding many of the additional tasks which the chairman
has in the past taken on.
In addition we desperately need at least 2 more trustees. So again if anyone would like
to get more involved with the running of the society please get in touch. The type of
person I’m looking for is a good team player who is able to encourage helpful discussion
at management meetings, but at the end of the day is able to accept a majority
decision by all trustees.
Anyone interested in being the next chair of the society or being a trustee can find out
more about the roles by looking at the Charity Commission website and following the
link ‘Trustees, staff and volunteers’ where the role of trustee is fully explained and a
role description for chair can be found.
At the AGM I also mentioned the need for volunteers in order that the society might
continue to flourish. We are desperately short of helpers in all areas, but in particular
membership recruitment and the preparation of regular newsletters. I am, very conscious
of the fact that we are all very busy people and that many of us live in locations which
are not convenient for attendance at Taylor House. With this in mind I thought it might
be worth dividing the tasks into small chunks, see page opposite, which could be more
manageable. If the individual tasks are not suitable for you I would be interesting hear
from you as to how this could be improved upon. Clarke Rogerson is currently the best
person for advice on these tasks, which are outlined on the next page, and he can be
contacted by e mail on clarke.rogerson@gmail.com

Alistair Taylor
Date for your diary.
Saturday 15 November 2014 is the date for this year’s HYM.
Saturday 18 April 2015 is the date for next year’s AGM.
Saturday 14 November 2015 is the date for next year’s HYM.

We have a pressing need for two groups of volunteers. The first group will help with the
following tasks:
Membership Recruitment (provides the life blood of the society)

●

Identify suitable events at which PNFS could place a stand.
● Negotiate with organisers to place a PNFS stand at these events.
● Maintain a diary of events booked

●
●
●

Contact Treasurer to agree cost of entry if necessary.
Find volunteers to staff the stall
Attend events and recruit new members

Given the size of our area it would definitely help if we had more than one group so we
can split the effort geographically. The first 5 tasks can be carried out from home and
should not take up more than half an hour per show. Of course that will only be possible
if we have enough volunteers to staff the stands which usually involves being out in the
fresh air. It can be very rewarding work and you get to meet some great people at the
shows, plus the feeling of satisfaction each time a new member signs up.
The second area is:
Newsletter/Annual Report (Communications with members)
● Coordinate overall process.
● Setting a production timetable and keeping a list of volunteers involved in the
process.
● Assemble reports and photos for newsletter into a print file

●
●
●

Negotiate price with printer and agree costs with Treasurer
Edit content and proofread
Prepare newsletter web files

Again we would ideally like several people involved in these tasks, which can be done
from home. This is an opportunity to learn new skills, if you have never worked on a
newsletter before, so don’t let lack of experience put you off.

I have some very good news Mike Hoare, a new member, stepped forward just before
the AGM and offered, not only his own services with signpost maintenance, but those of
his friend Peter Ash. I’ve spoken to both of them and equipped them with paint, wire
brush and thinners, together with a list of 55 signposts which need their attention in
varying degrees. They should be appearing soon at a signpost near you, so, if you see
them, say “Hello” and give them our thanks.
Since December’s “Signpost 45”, we’ve erected the following 5 new signposts :
450 at Caldy Hill, West Kirby, Wirral in memory of Ian and Eileen Hewitson
451 and 452 at Pettypool Wood, Sandiway, Northwich
455 at Whitendale, Dunsop Bridge, Bowland (453 and 454 are with the United Utilities
Ranger at Slaidburn awaiting drier conditions)
458 at Manley Common, Delamere donated by David Bratt.

8 more new signposts are in the pipeline.
On the maintenance front :
129 at Turton Moor, Darwen has been repainted and reposted
143 at Macclesfield Forest refurbished, reposted and repositioned, IMO David Hammer
227 at Ash Farm, Ollerton, replaced after it went missing.
150 at Hr. Disley has new memorial and “Join Us!” plaques
19 at Kinder Res’r, 154 at Keeper’s Cottage and 343 at Newtown are all in the process of
being reposted.
Contact me directly on 0161 283 7824, if you want a commemorative signpost.
Dave Morton

Footpath News
Worsbrough Footpath 14 Barnsley
Area Officer Chris Davison reported this path as obstructed by padlocked field gates in
2012 (see photos). Chris got no satisfaction from Barnsley MBC (BMBC), so he referred it
to John Harker, Courts and Inquiries Officer for the area, for consideration of legal action.
John was given authority, by the trustees, to serve notice under s.130A of the Highways
Act 1980 & did so. Within 4 hours of John emailing a copy of Form 1 to the PROW Unit,
he had a response from a BMBC Rights of Way Officer to say that he had been out that
morning & the padlock had been removed!
However, earlier this year, Chris contacted John to say the padlock had reappeared. Chris
made it clear to BMBC that he would seek further legal redress through PNFS unless BMBC
acted promptly.

Footpath News

Persistence, by Chris and the simple threat
of legal action was enough to prompt BMBC
into action and the newly installed stile can
be seen in this photo taken, by Chris, in
March this year.

Dunford Bridleway 1 Barnsley
This is another story from Chris and John
which started last year when Chris found
the bridleway was both obstructed by farm
machinery and so boggy as to be unusable
for walkers or horse riders.
After John had served notices on BMBC
under s.56 (out of repair) & s.130A
(obstructions) of the Highways Act 1980, a
site meeting was held last September between the landowners, Barnsley MBC staff,
John and a representative of the British
Horse Society. At the meeting they
thought a compromise diversion had been
agreed to move the affected section onto firmer, drier ground.
Unfortunately this fell through as the landowners didn't want to pay the cost of the
Diversion Order, which is an all too familiar situation.
John gained additional authority to take the case to magistrates' court and when he told
BMBC this he was asked to hold back on litigation as agreement had been reached with
the landowner. This involved the landowner digging a drainage ditch in return for BMBC
supplying him with road planings to build the surface of the affected section up above
the surrounding swamp. The farm machinery will also be removed to restore the 9 feet
legal width of the bridleway.
This is an ongoing story and we hope to have good news in a future edition of the
newsletter.

Footpath News
Congleton 82
On 2nd April this year Keith Wykes led a walk of 13 people, from the Altrincham and
District Rambling Club, on what had been a very wet and muddy path through woodlands
at the southern end of this path. Keith reported that the landowner, Mr Goodfellow, had
come up trumps, having built the path up with stone. Keith commented that the path is
now excellent walking.
For those unfamiliar with the saga of Congleton 82, the path through the woodlands is a
diversion from the original route which passed through a sewer pipe and a stock yard,
which no one have described as excellent walking!
This would have been good news except for one small fact, the diversion order has yet
to be confirmed by Cheshire East (CE). Apparently one of the CE Rights of Way team went
to inspect the surface and drainage work discovered a fallen branch obstructing one of
the kissing gates along the new route. Hopefully the branch will be moved, a final
inspection carried out and the order confirmed before we next go to press.
Beeley FPs 3, 9, 11 & 12 and Bridleway 10 & Rowsley Bridleway 9 .
Member Ken Brockway recently reported that

Ken did quite a lot of digging to find out more, there are nearly 200 documents. The
Transport Statement alone was 123 pages which he says ‘did his head in’
Ken was not alone in ploughing through the documents as Rhoda Barnett, who deals with
consultations, in this area of the Peak District National Park, on behalf of the society also
ploughed through the documents.
Rhoda commented on this case

Footpath News

If any members walking in the area (around grid reference SK 268 665) have concerns
after the works start (we do not know when this will be), then let us know by emailing
mail@pnfs.org.uk.
Mythaholme Bridge
Ken Brockway also sent in a second report:

Ken goes on to
report that

Harry Scott reports that the society has been consulted over the years and it may be many
more years before this anomaly is resolved as there are no legal means at our disposal
to push Staffordshire to create new paths where none have previously existed.

Footpath News
The previous four pages should give you a flavour of the work that the society’s volunteers carry out in helping us to deliver our charitable objectives. As you will have read it
is not all plain sailing and it often takes many years of persistence, by our volunteers,
before we reach a satisfactory result, but we do get results and we are right to be
proud of being part of the Peak and Northern Footpaths Society.
News from the Wirral
Having just said it often takes a lot of hard work and many years before we see improvements to the Rights of Way network it was heartening to receive an email from
Robin Tutchings, Rights Of Way Officer for the Wirral. I should also point out that Robin
sends out regular updates on the work they are doing on the Wirral, if only all Highway
Authorities did the same.
The gist of Robin’s email is to report that: ‘

Now this is not just a case of replacing old stiles with new stiles, what they have been
doing is replacing stiles with ‘concertina gates and kissing gates’ which I am sure will be
much appreciated by anyone who has trouble negotiating stiles.
Robin does not say how the work is being funded, but given that the the Wirral Walking
festival runs for the whole of May and that Wirral markets itself as a tourist destination,
maybe he has been able to access money from the tourism budget. Whatever the answer I hope he shares it with other RoW officers in other authorities.
His email also mentions that

This sounds like another idea that other Highway Authorities might want to copy, how
much easier life would be if there was hard evidence in the form of photographs when
issues arise in the future.

Walk report
Some of you will remember the excellent talk given by Tom Lonsdale, a landscape
architect, at the November 2013 Half Year Meeting.
Long walk leader Alan Talbot took a group to visit one of the stones. Peter Gunn sent the
following report and pictures, plus the front cover photo:
In March a group of members took a walk from Marsden station across the moor to
Standedge and returned to Marsden via Pule Hill quarry to visit the Stanza Stone.
This is the first of four stones engraved with poetry penned by Simon Armitage the theme
of which is the elements.
This stone is aptly entitled "SNOW" as chance would have it that we did indeed encounter
a snow flurry on Standedge.
Peter Gunn

Wednesday August 13th
Leader: Rosemary Fox (0161 969 3423).
Disley to Furness Vale.
6 miles, 600 feet of ascent.
Manchester Piccadilly 10:52.
Walk starts 11:25 Disley station.

Wednesday July 9th
Leader: Martin Riley (01706 848408).
Healey (Rochdale area) circular.
5 miles with a couple of climbs.
Manchester Victoria 10:21.
Rochdale station 10:34 for onward travel.
Walk starts 11:15 at the junction of Market St (A671) and
Shawclough Road (B6377).

Wednesday June 11th
Leader: Colin Williams (0161 748 2147)
Adlington (Cheshire) to Wilmslow (over Alderley Edge).
8 miles, approx 600 ft ascent.
Manchester Piccadilly at 10:48.
Return from Wilmslow station.
Walk starts 11:15 Adlington station.

Wednesday August 27th
Leader Vince Joyce (01942 603 626)
Chapel to Whaley Bridge
12 miles 2100 ft ascent
Man Picc 09.49 (Whaley Bridge 10.27)
Walk starts Chapel stn at 10.40

Wednesday July 30th
Leader: Gavin Miller (01565 634510).
Circular walk Littleborough.
10miles, 1400 ft ascent.
Manchester Victoria 11:00.
Walk starts Littleborough station 11:30.

Wednesday June 25th
Leader: Dave Rigby (01484 846412).
Linear walk Greenfield to Golcar.
11 miles, 1500 ft ascent.
Manchester Victoria 09:57 or from Huddersfield
10:15.
Walk starts 10:40 Greenfield station.
At end of walk bus to Huddersfield.

Please wear appropriate outdoor clothing and bring lunch. If you are travelling on public transport, please check rail/bus
times before setting out. You are responsible for your own safety during the walk. PNFS walk leaders reserve the
right to exclude anybody from the walk.
SHORT WALKS
LONGER WALKS

WALKS PROGRAMME

